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unknown to anyone, the captain of the titanic, george putnam and his executive officer, charles lightoller, decided to divert to the island of kea to recover a consignment of morphine. they do not know that the german cruiser mt bremen has also sailed to kea. the titanic is heavily damaged when it runs into a second
iceberg. lightoller is unable to give an accurate course, so he steams towards kea while putnam orders that lifeboats be launched. when the titanic arrives at kea, a code is read, giving rise to speculation that the ship is in trouble. captain george hickman takes a chopper to kea, expecting to bring aboard survivors.
however, on landing, the chopper runs into a group of resistance fighters who surround the helicopter. they force the pilot to take him to the bluff where he watches as the titanic sails into kea and alongside his ship. cameras on board the ship show the flames of a large fire at the stern. the lazaret ship britannic is

used by england to transport weapons to egypt. the german secret service wants to show that abuse of the red cross by overtaking the ship and steering it to a neutral port for inspection. the british secret service hear rumors of an operation and places its own agent, vera campell, a board, using the false identity of
the nanny of the wife of the british ambassador in greece. the german plot to overtake the ship fails, so does a torpedo attack by a submarine. will the ship be captured on november 21st or not? experience first-hand how a mine took down the britannic during world war 1. relive the final events in this atmospheric

simulation experience, including stunning visuals ranging from graphics and breathtaking moments of how the ship began to go beneath the sea, how the ship went down after striking the mine including an accurate representation of ship angles, lifeboat deployment in the correct sequence, and realistic
accompanying sounds to provide an immersive environment. experience how the britannic took its final breath on that fateful day of november 21st, 1916. you take on the role of charles alfred bartlett, the captain of this large ship. will you remain on the vessel, or abandon ship before its too late
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you can play as the ship’s chief steward, as an engineer officer, as her carpenter,
as the captain or various other deck officers, or as a passenger. the entire

experience is played in modern times, but the ship's authentic-looking interiors
and authentic-looking furnishings of the era create a sense of immersion in this
wonderful exhibit. users will also encounter hundreds of short, interactive trivia
elements with a mix of educational and entertainment value. we hope you enjoy

playing britannic: patroness of the mediterranean as much as we enjoyed
making it. please share our game with your friends on social media and let us
know if you find any bugs or glitches. next week we'll add a new ship to the

game. it will be the sister ship of titanic, and it'll be called olympic. it'll be 2nd
year anniversary of the game, and we'll be celebrating by posting a whole lot of
new content. see you there! one of the best historic battles of world war 1 took

place at the battle of jutland. in this battle, the german battlecruiser lutzow
fought with the british battleship queen elizabeth, who inflicted heavy damage

on the german ship and sank her. the lutzow got damaged so much that she had
to be abandoned and later sunk by her crew. she became the first german

warship to be sunk in the water. because of the huge loss of life, this battle is
known as the 'blow of jutland'. the game britannic has been inspired by this

event. the single player campaign of britannic is set in the fight between queen
elizabeth and lutzow. the german ship is bringing reinforcements to the war zone
while the british ship of the line is moving through the german fleet and will soon

be over the battle area. the ship will try to sink or damage all british ships. the
objective of the players is to make their way to the german ship and damage

her. only the final battle of the war will win the game. 5ec8ef588b
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